In the framework of the Heisenberg-Langevin theory the statistical effects arising from a mutual interaction of two non-degenerate down-conversion processes are investigated. Primarily, we focus on the possibility to control the intensity and statistical properties of the light generated in one nonlinear medium by the light entering the other one. We also show that the model discussed is an interesting generalization of the famous experiments by Zou, Wang and Mandel on the induced coherence without induced emission.
INTRODUCTION
Optical parametric processes yield a wide variety of optical phenomena. It is not surprising that many new phenomena will arise if a parametric process is coupled to another one or to a different optical process. For instance, the superposition of signal photons originating from two down-convertors with aligned idler beams leads to interesting quantum interference effects.' Parametric process coupled via Kerr interaction to an auxiliary mode, exhibiting quantum Zeno effect is another nice example.2 Many similar composite systems (usually called nonlinear couplers) enabling e.g. all-optical switching or generation and transfer of non-classical light have thoroughly been studied in the literature. 3'4 In this paper we deal with interesting phenomena arising as a consequence of linear interaction between beams propagating through the symmetric nonlinear coupler, which is composed of two nonlinear media based on the down-conversion processes. Section 2 deals with the equations of motion and their solution. Section 3 is devoted to the study of quantum statistics of the coupler. Its non-classical properties as well as second-order coherence are discussed in Section 4.
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EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND THEIR SOLUTION
The coupler which is investigated in this article is composed of two nonlinear media operating by the down-conversion processes in a directional arrangement. Because we are primarily interested in fundamental aspects of the discussed device, both nonlinear processes will be described as interactions of just three nondegenerated modes called pump, signal and idler modes herewith; their dynamics being governed by effective momentum operator. It has been shown that such two independent down-conversion processes can already show some nontrivial effects of purely quantum origin.' One could therefore expect that new phenomena will arise if both processes are subject to a real mutual interaction. The conceptually simplest way how to make the two processes interact with each other is to allow a linear energy exchange between the corresponding modes of both processes. The proposed device could experimentally be realized for example by placing two optical nonlinear waveguides close to each other, so that the energy exchange by means of evanescent waves takes place.
If the system considered is far from resonance, the effective description involving only the field variables is adequate.5 The effective momentum operator then reads a = Il [riepiA1Aei(h1_P-z + + sAs1A2e + iAiiAe1z + h.c.]
(1) where p2e'! are classical complex amplitudes of pump modes F,, P2 being in a strong coherent state and .A (As), j = Si, S2 ,Ii,12 are annihilation (creation) operators of signal and idler modes, respectively.
Corresponding wavevectors along the z-axis of propagation are kp1 , kp2 , k1 , k2, k11 and k12 . Linear and nonlinear mismatches are iXkk = kk1 The model represented by the momentum operator (1) is symmetric both under the exchange 1 ++ 2, ics ++ ic, ++ ,c and under the exchange S -* I. Since the dynamical behaviour of the system is completely determined by its momentum operator, the symmetries are conserved during evolution. This is convenient because it is not necessary to write down all calculated quantities, the rest being simply obtained by the above mentioned 
1-
The mismatch zk contains wavevectors of all modes and thus characterizes the overall phase mismatch. This important quantity will be called global mismatch in the following.
Conveniently chosen phases of classical amplitudes entering the pump modes P1 and P2 lead, after the substitutions
to the system of linear differential equations with constant coefficients of the form (6) where G = , i = 1, 2 and 4 (z) = Lk1(z)exp(iLKk1z), k = S, I.
The system of Eqs. (6) can be solved using the Laplace transformation method and method of variation of constants. Since the characteristic polynomial of Eqs. (6) is the fourth-order polynomial with complex coefficients we can calculate the general solution only with the help of a computer. It is worth noting, however, that there are certain simplifying assumptions enabling us to find the analytical solution. 7 
QUANTUM STATISTICS
The quantum-statistical properties ofthe coupler are best studied employing the normal characteristic function containing complete statistical information about the system. The model represented by momentum operator ( 1) leads to the Gaussian characteristic function corresponding to the generalized superposition of coherent fields and quantum noise8
Cg({},z) = exp (8) for j, k = 1, 2, 3, 4 are noise functions. The complicated explicit expressions of the noise functions are given in paper.7
The quantum-statistical properties of single and compound modes can be quantified by means of many statistical quantities. From these we will use the principal squeeze variance A(z) [principal squeezing occurs if A < 1 (2) for single (compound) mode], quadrature variances ([j (z)]) [quadrature squeezing occurs if ((z)2) < 1 (2) or ((j3)2) < 1(2) for single (compound) mode], normal reduced factorial moments of the integrated intensity The standard definitions of all above mentioned quantities both for single and compound modes can be found in monograph.8 Hence it is straightforward to show that single modes do not exhibit any interesting behaviour. In particular non-classical light cannot develop from coherent inputs in single modes. It can arise as a result of quantum correlations of modes making only compound modes of interest. 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
This section is devoted to the investigation of interesting phenomena arising from the linear coupling between two down-conversion processes. Each phenomenon is discussed in separate subsection.
Quadrature switching
It was reported in3 that the symmetric coupler (ICiI = G21) where only signal modes are linearly coupled ( si = 0) behaves as follows. If mode S1 is squeezed in a given quadrature at the input, squeezing in the conjugated quadrature develops in mode S2. Intuitively, this can be understood as the result of the phase shift associated with the linear exchange of signal light (phase change of r after one switching length). Because in our model also idler modes are coupled to each other, one can observe a similar phenomenon in the compound modes (S1, Ii) and (S2, 12). Let us assume that both down-conversion processes are spontaneous, linear coupling constants are symmetric KS = ci and sufficiently strong. Changing now the phase cop2 arg p2 of the pump mode P2 and leaving the phase cop1 arg p1 of the pump mode P1 fixed, we can switch between quadratures at the output of mode (S1, I) (see Fig. 1 ). Physically, the change of the phase ep2 corresponds to a change of quadrature in which maximal squeezing occurs. If both nonlinear processes (two-mode squeezers) generate light squeezed in the same quadrature (p2=O in Fig. 1 ) then e.g. (S2, 12) light entering mode (S1, I) after having experienced a phase change in the region of linear interaction has its squeezing ellipse rotated with respect to that of mode (S2,12). Mixing of light squeezed in different quadratures results and the output light can fail to be squeezed at all. On the other hand, if the squeezing ellipses of both down-convertors are such that the angle between their major axes will become small after the phase change caused by the linear coupling (p2 = deg in Fig. 1 ), both the (Si, I) and (S2,12) compound modes will be squeezed at the output. This mechanism in principle allows an The integrated intensity (W(z)) (-) and its reduced factorial moments
active control over the statistical properties of one mode of light by means of changing the phase of another one. Since phase can be adjusted by optical means (e.g. by using a Kerr cell), the behaviour just described can be regarded as an example of the all-optical switching.
Linear coupling can compensate wrong phases
It is well known8 that for small interaction lengths z sub-Poissonian light can be generated in a non-degenerate down-conversion process in compound mode (S, I) if the process is stimulated by coherent light (s i 0) and phases of incident beams fulfil the optimum phase condition &g(sifl = -r/2. On the other hand, if either the process is spontaneous or the phase condition is strongly violated, this mode is super-Poissonian. Let us assume that the process in the first medium is stimulated by amplitudes eS ' strongly violating the optimum phase condition (say arg(s1j11) =ir/2) and the process in the second medium is spontaneous (S2 = I2 = 0).
Introducing the linear coupling between the nonlinear processes, the modes (Si, I) and (52,12) can exhibit an interesting non-classical behaviour. The linear coupling restores the optimum phase condition and sub-Poissonian light is generated in mode (Si, Ii), surprisingly, for larger z (see Fig. 2 ). Further, sub-Poissonian light is also generated in mode (52,12) for small z (see Fig. 3 ), a phenomenon, which cannot be explained as easy as in the previous case. To deepen insight into this phenomenon we have to resort to the analytical results. If losses are neglected, all mismatches are zero, Ic = icj is real, G Ci = G2, and Ic> ,G, we can calculate the following correlation of fluctuations7
where p, cog1, çoj1 are the phases of input coherent amplitudes p = p2, i1 and 
Note first, that anti-correlation (i.e. negative value of 9) can only arise for sufficiently strong ic. It attains its maximum value if p1 + çoi -cop arg(s1i1fl = r/2. It is also evident, from the second term of the R.H.S.
of Eq. (11), that the linear interaction enables us to affect the anti-correlation in mode (52 , 12) via amplitudes s1 ,
Repeating the arguments leading to the formula (9) for mode (S1, Ii), we obtain
Employing once more the expansion of (10) around z = 0, we can see, that the second term on the R.H.S. of Eq. (12) is proportional to z and thus its sign is given only by the argument of sine function. Our choice of the initial phases then implies that the contribution of the second term is positive in this approximation. However, the product u(z)v(z) alternates and its amplitude increases with increasing z, suppressing the quantum noise represented by the first term on the R.H.S. of Eq. (12) and attaining the sub-Poissonian photon statistics for larger z.
Physically, the change of the phase arg(gjfl by ir corresponds to the rotation of the squeezing ellipsis by the angle of ir/2. Therefore the initial choice of the overall phase arg(s1 i1 ) leads to the generation of The dependence of the integrated intensity (W(z)) of (S1 ,I) (-) and (S2 , 12) (*) modes on the wavevector along the z-axis of propagation kp2 of pump mode F2; L = 1.5, F1 = F2 = 1, ic = icj = 2.5,
phase squeezed two-mode light. Similarly to the quadrature switching described in the previous section, the introduced effective phase shift caused by the linear interaction can rotate the squeezing ellipsis back. In this way the generation of the sub-Poissonian light may take place even though the optimum conditions for single processes are strongly violated. In analogy with the quadrature switching of Section 4.1 this effect might be called number-phase switching.
Mismatch-controlled switching
The two foregoing subsections illustrate how one can control actively the outgoing beams by means of the phases or intensities of classicai amplitudes p1 and p2 . There is, however, another possibility how to affect the properties of the output beams. The following arrangement illustrates us the use of global mismatch tk to control the output of the coupler. Let us assume that the coupler starts from vacuum, and both linear interactions as well as nonlinear interaction in the first medium are carefully phase matched (Lk5 = = = 0). Now, if the z-th component kp2 of the wavevector of the wave pumping the second process is continuously adjusted in order to bring also the second nonlinear process towards the phase matched state (LM2 -÷ 0), we observe that photons carried in the first pump mode gradually cease to decay, see Fig. 4 . This effect can be roughly explained as follows. Initially, the parameters of the coupler are such that the phase mismatch of the second nonlinear process is just compensated by the linear coupling (it is well-known fact that the presence of linear coupling introduces effectively additional mismatch into the corresponding nonlinear process), and the nonlinear part of the evolution is dominant. The global mismatch zk, however, decreases with increasing kp2 and the linear part of the evolution grows dominant. 
Mutual coherence of signal photons -induced coherence without induced emission
The nonlinear coupler discussed in this paper can be looked at as a continuous version of the famous Zou, Wang and Mandel's experiment) In this nice experiment two idler beams originating in two independent nonlinear crystals were carefully aligned so that the signal photons originating from the first or the second crystal became mutua11y indistinguishable. As a result, perfect mutual coherence between the two signal beams was induced, yet all the signal photons were emitted spontaneously (due to the weakness of the idler beam crossing the second crystal).
To imitate Zou, Wang and Mandel's setup as close as possible we let the signal and idler modes start from vacuum, we also let only the idler modes coupled to each other; ics= 0 and ic' > 0. Further we neglect damping and assume perfect phase matching. A natural question arises, whether the (normalized) mutual coherence of the signal modes,
(41 A51)(42 As2) shows any interesting behaviour that could be attributed to a mechanism similar to that of Zou, Wang and Mandel. Also here one can suppress the stimulated (induced) emission of photon pairs. This is done by operating the coupler well below the threshold, ic' >> Gil + 1G21 (since the linear interaction strongly dominates it is clear that the coupler operates in oscillatory regime) , so that the total number of photons present in the coupler is always less than one and the spontaneous down-conversion dominates in the system. A typical behaviour of the mutual coherence function 'yS1S2 below the threshold is depicted in Fig. 5 (solid  line) . A characteristic resonant feature can be seen in Fig.5 repeating regularly. The coherence of the signal modes periodically attains its maximal allowed values and hence the signal modes become fully coherent every now and then. We remind the reader that this coherence is not induced by a stimulated emission because the rate of the emissions stimulated by the exchanged idler photons remains very small compared to the rate of the spontaneous emission. This is due to the small mean number of photons present in the coupler (see Fig.5 , dotted line). Analogously toi we claim that for the corresponding interaction lengths the state of the output light is such that no matter what measurement is performed on the output idler modes, no information about the mode in which the signal photon has left the coupler is gained; the probability of having more than one output signal photon being very small. Similarly it is tempting to state that roots of 'ys1s2 imply the presence of a perfect which-way information about the signal photon in the idler modes for these interaction lengths. This would correspond to preventing the first idler beam from reaching the second crystal in Zou, Wang and Mandel's setup. A rather lengthy analysis shows that this is indeed the case; the details will be given elsewhere. The coupler discussed thus represents an interesting generalization of the original Zou, Wang and Mandel's setup in which the amount of which-way information about the signal photon carried by the idler one periodically varies with the propagated distance.
CONCLUSION
The quantum statistics of the symmetric nonlinear coupler operating by two down-conversion processes was investigated in the framework of strong pump approximation. Well below threshold the linear interaction was shown to induce coherence of signal beams without induced emission in the sense of well-known experiments of Zou, Wang and Mandel. A phase-controlled redistribution of quantum noise between the quadratures can be achieved in mode (S1 , Ii). The possibility of generation of sub-Poissonian light in modes (S1 , I) and (S2, 12) caused by the linear interaction of two super-Poissonian lights was shown. The inhibition of the decay in the first nonlinear medium owing to the nonlinear matching of the second process was observed.
